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Abstract. The talk is about our first attempt to propose and develop an Industry 
4.0 intelligent factory following a formal computer architecture and operating 
system. By so doing, computer hardware and software techniques can be adapted 
for high-performance factory production management. The breakthrough is 
achieved through a trilogy of innovations: (1) digitizing a factory with smart IoT 
devices into a “factory computer” (iFactory); (2) innovating iFactory visibility 
and traceability (VT) to enable “look around” techniques just as used in the “Out 
of Order Execution (OoOE)” algorithm by CPUs (Central Processing Units); and 
(3) developing novel models for iFactory shopfloor operations management. In 
the iFactory architecture, value-adding units (such as machine tools for changing 
forms or properties, and forklifts for changing locations of parts / products) are 
digitized to become intelligent processors. The computational powers, in both 
hardware and software forms, of digital twins of manufacturing resources (e.g. 
machines, human operators, materials, tools, storage spaces, etc.) are used to 
construct the iFactory CPU around the processor. Their IoT devices / sensors 
collect real-time process and operation data, and update the iFactory CPU 
memory at a timed heartbeat rate. With every such heartbeat, the CPU carries out 
its operational decisions for the processor to execute. The iFactory architecture 
provides new opportunities to explore and study factory uncertainties through 
cyber-physical visibility and spatial-temporal traceability, and to develop brand-
new data-driven decision models for factory operations planning, scheduling and 
execution. iFactory demonstrates a new approach to implement Industry 4.0 smart 
manufacturing systems for high performance, responsiveness and resilience. 
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